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1.

BACKGROUND

This report is the result of the feedback on the evaluation of the technical meeting to support
Ebola- affected countries on the recovery and resilience plans with a focus on GAVI, the Global
Fund and other partners’ funding, which took place from 9-11 June 2015, in Accra, Ghana. The
purpose of the evaluation was part of the continuous assessment and evaluation of our work,
progress and collaboration with donors and partners.
An online survey tool, namely Survey monkey, was used for collecting the data. The online tool
was sent on 23rd June 2015 to all the participants who attend the above-mentioned meeting in Accra, Ghana. The questionnaire attempts to gather information on the representation/
agencies of the participants. It also attempts to gather information and opinion of the participants on all the workshop sessions’ relevance and usefulness. Similarly, it aimed to understand
participants’ opinion on the usefulness of bringing the three Ebola- affected countries in one
place and discuss jointly with key partners on the next steps. Finally, the survey sought to
understand if the overall organization, including the hotel and related logistics were to participants’ satisfaction. The data collection process lasted for one week period, with a deadline
of 29th June 2015. Three reminders were sent to all the participants to complete the process.
Online, responses were received from a total of 61 respondents before the deadline. These
data were aggregated, analysed and are presented in this report.
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Feedback of the evaluation
1. General information
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2. Presentation and discussions - the three National Recovery Plans
First plenary: Presentation of the three National Recovery Plans. How would you rate this session?
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Comments on presentations: All positive

4

n

This session gives a clear picture of what operates in each of the three countries.

n

Sending the presentation template to countries in advance of the meeting was good

n

The National Recovery Plans still needs proper integration of other programmes

n

The roundtable discussion went however well, but there were some views and comments
that were not pointing to the actual reason for the discussion

n

The overall presentations were good and the hospitality was excellent

n

Chaque pays a présenté ses spécificités et le contexte général pour bâtir un système de
santé résilient et robuste. Quitte à savoir le comportement des donateurs !!!

n

Le débat était excellent

n

Pour améliorer il serait souhaitable que les pays utilisent des canevas harmonisés afin de
mieux cerner les débats

n

Dans l’ensemble, les présentations sont toutes bien faites et les débats enrichissantes.
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3. Panel I: High Priority Investment Areas
Panel 1: High priority investment areas in the three Ebola affected countries. How would you rate this
first panel discussion (priority areas)?
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Comments on first panel: all positive but need more time in the future for more in-depth discussion
n

Very useful session although not allowing to go in to some of the technical aspect of these
domains it was important that they got highlighted.

n

Countries were very clear in identifying their country specific priority areas for investment
and the GF and GAVI’s flexibility to accommodate country priorities was appreciated.

n

Good questions to the panel and good responses. Active participation from the floor as
well. Lots of good comments on the recovery plans.

n

The comments from the donors present were not too clear or definite on which area or
how much will be contributed in the process. Some donors may not have been fully informed of the meeting’s aim and expectation.

n

On sentait un manque de préparation du pannel

n

Seulement le temps était insuffisant

n

Ces panels nous ont permis d’apprendre les réalités de chaque pays surtout en ce qui concerne les ressources humaines, l’information sanitaire et la surveillance épidémiologique
nous avons aussi apprécier la place des prestations intégrés dans le paquet.
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4. Groupwork 1: Areas of work and priorities

Working Group 1
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Comments on first WG: Positive but need to better harmonize facilitation in the future

6

n

Good opportunity for the country delegation to be on the same page. We noted the disease programs did not seem to have the full picture. The readiness seemed different from
one country to another and so was the sharing in plenary

n

The messages to the countries were not uniform. Need for facilitators to harmonise message to countries so there is the same understanding of the assignment

n

I note that some facilitators were in a quite a bit of hurry to go through the session and did
not try to address issues that arose during the discussion. This was especially in the Liberia
discussion

n

Due to limited knowledge of the existing country plans, which already included well
worked out priorities, a lot of time was lost identifying and rediscussing priorities. In the
end this got clarified. Stronger facilitation and better preparation (document knowledge)
would have been useful

n

Facilitators were not clear about what the assignment was thereby causing a delay

n

For subsequent workshops guidance in the form of instruction notes should be provided
to country teams to enable them respond to the issues appropriately

n

This has to be further coordinated with more transparency

n

Active participation from all members in the group, sincere and open discussion. Good
to see the progamme people coming together and realising they should align with the
recovery plan

n

The group work was necessary. However, some of the facilitators did not know what to
do and as such, confused the group a lot, thus prolonging the discussion. Some country
could not finish on time due to the mentioned reason.
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n

There was a lot of discussion a common ground was formed and end result in the direction of positive growth

n

Les orientations données aux pays étaient parfois différents du fait du manque d’un canevas de restitution des résultats des travaux de groupes

n

Il a manqué un temps de préparation avant la tenue de ce premier groupe de travail

n

Nous avons bien apprécier la logique des principaux donateurs dans la priorisation des
priorités et aussi leur soutien qui prend compte plusieurs domaines de la santé.

5. Panel II: Modalities of support and opportunities for integration

Second Panel
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Comments on second panel discussion: positive but many topics, many issues to address
n

More work still needs to be done in these domains and the countries should take this
assignment seriousl since it affects implementation

n

The countries tried to articulate the issues though not perfectly done but from the discussions one could factor out what they were getting to

n

What constitute “Civil Society” was not clear and no concensus was derived on this. This
was not new at all. In view of this, such ambiguous term should be clearly defined beforehand so that we all speak of the same thing

n

All parties need to do a follow up work in line with the on-going operational plan development at country level

n

The session was a bit too long and tried to cover too many issues. Active participation
from the audience, good comments

n

I liked the IHP presentation

n

Some countries struggled in this session due to lack of clarity in some areas. What the
meeting needed to achieve in this area was already imbedded into the individual country’s presentation.
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n

Countries presented some clear coordination mechanisms such as the HSCC that already
exist, but it is unclear what will change in the post EVD recovery period. It is not clear how
coordination will change and how it will more affective and increase donor confidence

n

L’implication de la société civile n’est pas perçue par les partenaires gouvernementaux
comme solutions alternative de reduction des obstacles de la participation de la communauté

n

Débats très intéressant surtout en ce qui concerne l’implication de la communauté, car il
faut le reconnaitre que cette implication n’est que partielle car elle n’était pas impliquée à
toutes les étapes

6. Groupwork 2: Modalities of support and opportunities for integration

Working Group 2
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Comments on second working group:

8

n

More work needs to be done. Details of implementation arrangements not fully grasped
by country teams

n

The Liberia discussion was good . However there was a bit of a rush and some main topics
were glossed over in order to complete the discussion. A team then had separate discussion to complete the group work

n

Very good opportunity to discuss integration and opportunities for alignment and harmonization. It showed countries that big donors could be willing to align with their country plans

n

It was very hard, if not impossible, to actually find out how the proposed way forward differed from business as usual

n

Confusion about the guidelines for the group work. Took a long time to agree on what the
group should do. In the end the outcome was ok

n

The facilitation was very variable between the groups
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n

Same comment as before. There were no concrete outcomes on what will change

n

Les partenaires qui fournissent les appuis financiers n’ont pas donné à temps leurs
domaines d’intervention.

n

Félicitations à nos partenaires pour cette intégration qui sans doute va résoudre des
problèmes énormes dans nos pays.

7. Groupwork 3: The Way Forward

Working Group 3
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Comments on third working group
n

Major elements for the way forward produced. Details in the operational plans will clarify
how things will be done in practical terms

n

Clear roadmaps and action plans were developed as a way forward to support implementation of country plans

n

This was important because there is more to be done than what was presented by individual country

n

Concrete action and country level implementation of the next steps work plan is required

n

Good discussions, active participation from most participants in the group

n

It felt like they already knew the answers before the meeting, but on the other hand, had
a chance to document it and share between the countries

n

It is not clear how GAVI and GF financing will be maximized by the countries. There was
confusion on the purpose of the workshop and the outcomes from day 1. In summary, it
is not clear how financing from GAVI and the GF will contribute to needed changes in the
health system.
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8. Panel III: Round Table on the way forward to support the recovery plans
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Comments on last plenary

10

n

A good summary of the meeting

n

Everyone got a chance to comment on the plans and the process and way forward. Lots of
good comments. Commitment to supporting the recovery plans in the countries

n

The countries all gave good presentations

n

Certains partenaires ne semblaient pas maîtriser ce qu’ils vont appuyer.
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9. Opinion on the meeting expectations
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n

The meeting objectives were not met and not to my expectations. We could have achieved
a better outcome doing an in country workshop (with all relevant stakeholders around
the table) rather as many donors were absent. GAVI only sent their HSS expert and the WB
their FMS experts. Had additional representation at the right level attended, the outcome
would be different. The workshop ended up being more of an information workshop
which was not my understanding of the intent or expectation

n

It was a good meeting for countries to share experiences. However I was unsure whether
a choice of more targeted participants could have provided a better outcome

n

Next time it would be much more fruitful to hold this type of meeting in country, involving
all relevant in-country partners

n

Disappointing in the sense that hardly any in-country partners were present and Guinea
came unprepared. While the GF participated with 11 staff from all concerned divisions,
GAVI was underrepresented (1 person), other important donors or partners were inadequately represented, thus the wished outcome of harmonizing and coordinating Ebola
interventions and investments failed

n

It would have been good if more country-level donor representatives were there to have
more specific discussions. Also the groups were very large, the objectives of each groupwork session were not always well explained (leading to some frustration amongst participants), and not all of the relevant MoH people were there. Would be good in future to
engage country-level MoH representatives when planning the meeting

n

A meeting in country would have been more useful

n

A lot of networking took place

n

Le renforcement du Système de Santé ne se résume pas seulement à la lutte contre le
paludisme, le VIH sida, la tuberculose et les PEV. Il importe d’aider les pays à prendre en
compte d’autres programmes de santé comme les Maladies Tropicales Négligées, les Maladies Non Transmissibles, etc. qui sont aussi importants pour les pays

n

Le temps alloué à cette réunion était court. A l’avenir accorder plus de temps à ce genre de
réunion (1 à 1 jours au lieu de 1).
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10. Usefulness of having the presence of three countries at the meeting

3 countries together: useful?
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The meeting brought three countries together; to what extent was it useful and why?

12

n

The interactions in plenary and outside the workshop were useful for the countries and
for partners. However it would have been good to make it clear that the comments on
the plans had to be limited (as they were already firmed up) and focus rather on the way
forward

n

It permitted them to learn from each other and see areas of convergence and where there
were differences

n

The cross fertilization of ideas was useful

n

Knowledge and experience sharing on what has been done to address issues that are
common to each of the countries is probably the best way

n

They learned from each others problems and approaches. Equally important was the opportunity for the three countires to meet together in this multi stakeholder environment
with the big donors on alignment and harmonization, learning on coordination and financing modalities

n

The three countries should have been allowed to come together and have a short round
table discussion and share some experiences and lessons learnt

n

The health situation in the three countries are almost the same. From the presentations
one can see that there are many issues in common. Just looking at the way the transmission of ebola happened from one country to another one can see that in a post plan the
recovery will require similar actions

n

Sharing the experiences

n

Opportunity to exchange best practices and learn from others experiences

n

It saved resources and foster experience sharing, considering each country context is
unique and important and can offer opportunity for lessons learnt
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n

Language barriers and differences in challenges and level of strategic reflection

n

Sharing experience and seeing where the others are and how they address their problems

n

Helped countries better understand the need for a comprehensive, integrated and linkages between programs and health system elements during planning and implementation managements, helped development partners understand the priority areas for the
three countries and the modalities of integrated support to recovery and rebuilding plan
with funding for the priority disease specific programs, facilitated face to face dialogue
on context and gaps for support facilitated both parties develop a joint action plan for
the next steps in line with the country investment plans

n

Very important to have the three countries come together and share experiences

n

My perception was that it was useful but defer to the countries

n

It afforded each of the countries the opportunity to fully understand what the problems
their neighbor were faced with and how the challenges were addressed individually

n

By briging the three countries together the meeting has allowed experience sharing and
networking

n

Some usefulness in the sense of solidarity, but there were too many participants to have a
productive working group session. It is unclear why there were so many WHO participants
attending and their role/contribution during the workshop

n

Views and challenges of the health system was discussed and ways forward was shared

n

Opportunity to compare issues, innovative strategies and progress

n

Amélioration du plan pays à travers la prise en compte des recommandations et des
bonnes pratiques utilisées dans les autres pays

n

Cela a permis de voir comment le système de santé de chacun des 1 pays est organisé et
de déceler ses faibles. L’engagement de la communauté est apparue cruciale dans la lutte
contre cette maladie

n

Parce que cela nous a donné l’opportunité de savoir ce que font les collègues des autres
pays et d’identifier les bonnes pratiques d’interventions susceptibles de vous améliorer

n

Permis de prendre les bonnes pratiques dans chacun des pays

n

Nous avons tiré profit des meilleures pratiques des 1 autres pays dans le domaine de la
coordination du secteur santé

n

Chaque pays avait sa particularité dans la réponse à la maladie à virus Ebola, il était important donc d’avoir ces échanges pour renforcer de part et d’autre la lutte dans les trois pays

n

Parce que nous beaucoup appris les uns des autres et aussi ces expériences partagées
vont nous permettre de lutter efficacement contre cette épidémie. L’organisation nous
prouve encore une fois le soutien de nos partenaires dans l’amélioration de la santé de
nos populations

n

Mais toutes les opportunitées n’ont pas été saisies

n

Les 01 pays ont le même contexte épidémiologique (épidémie de la MVE) et partagent
des frontières communes.
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11. Overall organization and the logistics of the meeting
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n

There was inconsistency in the hotel arrangement however thanks for the manner in
which it was resolve

n

The main hotel did not have the needed number of rooms for all the participants. The
qualities of the rooms were not the same but the cost was the same; this would have not
been the case if this situation did not happen. The organisers should have ensured or demanded value-for-money. The bottom line is not the money, but a matter of principle

n

The WHO played its leadership role and deserves apprection. The WHO is expected to
facilitate future country level follow up action and dialogue between countries and the
development parnters

n

Hotel and logistics were well organized, thank you

n

The hotel arrangement was fair because we were told of La-Baladi, but found ourselves in
La Palm where we waited for over half an hour before getting rooms

n

Some invited participants did not receive their invitation until 1-1 days before the meeting. Some country participants were not aware of the meeting until 1-1 weeks prior and
prevented Senior MoH staff from attending

n

Bon cadre de travail. Félicitations

n

Très bonne organisation de la logistique, la qualité des plats, l’hôtel ainsi que
l’environnement impeccable.
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